1. Introduction. In [2] Gauss considered the idea of associating with certain types of plane curves a finite sequence of integers. For an illustration of the idea see Figure 1 . Gauss listed all possible types of these curves with up to four crossing points and also conjectured that in any given one of the finite integer sequences between each two occurrences of a symbol there were an even number, perhaps zero, of the other symbols.^7 12 3 12 3 Figure 1 In [5] Nagy proved Gauss' conjecture and also observed that such a point set could be colored alternately with two colors a and b such that as a point moved from one section through a crossing point into another section the colors of the sections changed. Nagy used the idea of colored sections to define some simple closed curves (made up of sections of the same color) which he called cycles. Nagy's cycles do bear some resemblance to the abstract cycles(IP) (see §4) used later on in this paper, in that for every cycle of Nagy, there does correspond naturally a cycle(IF), but the converse does not hold.
It now seems appropriate to lay an exact foundation before proceeding. Suppose that An={ax, a2,..., a2n} is a set of 2« points lying in (0, 1) such that ai<at + x, z'=l, 2,..., 2n-1, and that W is a decomposition of An into two element sets. Suppose also that / is a mapping (continuous transformation) of the half open interval [0, 1) into the plane such that (1) f(t)=f(t') for t<t' if and only if {t, t'}e W, (2) Im/can be expressed as the sum of a finite number of straight line intervals such that no point of f(An) is an endpoint of one of the intervals and, (3)f(t) -^f(0) as t -» 1. Note that Im/can be considered (see [1] ) as the projection of a polygonal knot in regular position, where the set f(An) is the set of double points of the projection. The main purpose of this paper is to give a condition on the decomposition W that is both necessary and sufficient for there to exist an / having the above properties.
The author first became interested in this problem through the work of D. E. Penney [6] . Suppose that g is a one to one mapping of [0, 1) into E3 such that (1) trg =fi where tt(x, y, z) = (x, y, 0), (2) Im g is the sum of a finite number of straight line intervals, and (3) g(t) ->g(0) as f-> 1. Penney has been studying the idea of associating with g (or Img) a "word" f(ax)eif(a2)e*-■ ■f(a2r)e2", where if/(af) =f(aj), and the z coordinate of g(at) is larger than the z coordinate of g(a¡), then e¡ = 1 (or is suppressed) and e,■ = -1. Penney has been able to use his methods to show certain knots are isomorphic, but as yet has no results on showing knots are not isomorphic. The author dees feel that the results of this paper will shed some light on that problem.
In his papers [7] , [8] C. J. Titus considers mappings very similar to the ones in this paper. Suppose g is a mapping from the boundary C of the set D = {z : \z\< 1} into the plane such that g is differentiable, such that Im g has only a finite number of double points, and at each double point the tangents are linearly independent. Such a mapping g is called a normal mapping. In [8] , Titus solves the following problem suggested by C. Loewner :
Problem B. Given a normal representation g of a closed oriented curve find necessary and sufficient conditions that g be an interior boundary. (I.e., that g can be extended continuously to D so as to be interior and sense preserving on D.)
For another reference in this area see also Marx [3] .
Definitions. If
An is a set of 2« points in (0, 1) let N(An) denote the set of all continuous transformations / from [0, 1) into the plane such that there is a decomposition W of An into two element sets such that / and W are as in paragraph one of §1. Such a W will be said to determine the double point structure of/, and it is clear that each such / in N(An) determines a unique W. The set Q(An) of abstract intervals of An is the set of ordered pairs (ax, a2), (a2, a3), ..., (a2n, ax). The numbers which determine such a pair are called its endpoints, and the geometric realizations of these intervals are, respectively, [ax, a2] , [a2, a3] , ■ ■■, [a2n, l) + [0, ax] . (Denote [0, ax] + [a2n, 1) by [a2n, ax] , and call a2n and ax the endpoints of this set.) The geometric realization of an interval J of Q(An) will also be denoted by G(I) and the set of all G(I) for le B^Q(An) will be denoted by G(B) . W will be said to have property P provided it is true that if U, Kc W and U=W-V, then there exists {a,b}e U and {c, d} e V such that a<c<b<d or c<a<d<b.
If the double point structure of the element/of N(An) is determined by a W that has property P, then / is said to have property F or be prime. W is said to have property Q provided that if {a, b]eW where a < b then there exists {c, d} e W such that a<c<b<d or c<a<d<b. As before, an/associated with a W with property Q will also have property Q. Figure 1 is associated with an / with property P. In Figure 2 the left-hand figure is determined by an/with property Q but not property P and the right-hand figure is determined by an / which does not have property Q (and hence not property F). Figure 2 3. Some preliminary topology theorems. Through the remainder of this paper let An={ax, a2,..., a2n} denote a subset of (0, 1) such that at<ai+x, i=l,..., 2n -1. Theorem 1. Suppose that Bn = {bx, b2,..., b2n} is a subset of (0, 1) such that b¡<b¡ + x, /=1,..., 2n-1, and that W is a decomposition of An into two element sets. Let k be any cyclic permutation of 1,2,.. .,2n and let W be a decomposition ofB2n such that {bkM, bkiv)} e W if and only if {au, av} e W. Then, there is an f in N(An) whose double point structure is determined by W if and only if there is a g in N(Bn) whose double point structure is determined by W.
Proof. There is a one-to-one function h from [0, 1) onto [0, 1) such that (1) h(au) = bkiu), u=l,.. .,2n, and (2) (a) h(t) -> h(0) as t -> 1 and h has exactly one point of discontinuity, or (b) h is continuous. Each of the functions / and g can be defined in terms of the other by use of the equation f=gh. [a2n,ax] involves the same ideas.) Let y, sx, s2,..., tx, t2,... denote real numbers such that (1) {sp} and {tp} converge to at and ai + x, respectively, and (2) ai<sp + x<sp<y<tp<tp+x<ai+x for p = l, 2, 3,.... In case f(a¡) =f(at + x), f(B) is a simple closed curve and in case fi(ai)¥zf(ai+x), f(B) is an arc and there is also an arc from f(a¡) to f(ai+x) in /([0, ai] + [ai+x, 1)), so in either event there is a simple closed curve J such that (l)ycim/ (2)f(ai),f(ai+x)eJ, and (3)f ([sp, tp] ) is an arc lying in/ forp = 1, 2,.... the theorem. Theorem 3. IffeN(An) and (ar, as) e Q(An) such that f(ar)=f(as), then Im/ -f(G(ar, as)) is a subset of one of the complementary domains of the simple closed curve f(G(a" as)).
Proof. \mf-f(G(ar, as)) is connected by the continuity of/and (in one case) the fact that/(r) ^/(0) as / -> 1.
Theorem 4. Iffe N(An) andai e An then (I) there exist at least three but no more than four complementary domains of image f whose boundaries contain f(a¡), and (2) iff also has property Q there are exactly four such domains. =/(«,)• Let P, Q, R, and 5" denote additional points on the circle J which occur in the circular order APBQCRDSA. Let Ux, U2, U3, and £/4 denote the complementary domains of Im/which contain seg APB, seg BQC, seg CRD, and seg DSA, respectively. Since the arcs APB and BQC abut (see [4, p. 180] ) on f(a,•_ x)Bf(a¡) from opposite sides it follows that UX^U2. Similarly U2¥1U3, U3^U±, U^UX.
Each point of Int / belongs to one of Ux, U2, U3, (74, Af(at)C, Bf(a,)D, so there are at most four complementary domains of Im/ whose boundaries contain /(a¡).
Suppose there are only two such domains. Then, Ux = U3 and U2 = t/4. There exist arcs PTR and QUS which lie, respectively, in Ux and U2. Let Px (Qx) denote the last point of APB (BQC) in the order from P to R (Q to S) on the arc PTR (QUS). Let Rx (Sx) denote the first point of PTR (QUS) which follows Px (Qx) and lies on CRD (DSA). But the points Px and Rx separate the points Sx and Qx on J and the subarcs PXRX and QXSX of PTR and QUS, respectively, lie, except for their endpoints, in Ext J. By Theorem 11, p. 147 of [4] these arcs intersect. This yields a contradiction. Now suppose that / has property Q but that U2 = £/4. There exist integers m and n such that f(am) =/(a"), at<am< at and either an < at or a; < an. Suppose a¡ < an. Proof. By Theorem 42, p. 191 of [4] Bd U is a continuous curve, so each point of Bd U is a limit point of Bd U-f(An) ■ Bd U. Let H denote the subset of G(An) described above. By Theorem 2, each Ke H has the property that f(K) <=i Bd U. Since H is finite and each point of Bd U is a limit point of the closed set/(//*), it follows that f(H*) = Bd U. The uniqueness follows from the fact that / is one-toone on [0, l)-An. If/(//*) were the boundary of some other complementary domain V of Im/ then by Theorem 43, p. 193 of [4] ,f(H*) is a simple closed curve J and Im/could not contain a point not on J because that would mean that either U or V would have a boundary point not on /. Thus the existence of An is denied, a contradiction.
Theorem 8 (Nagy [5] ). Iffe N(An) and a¡ and a} are elements of An such that f(a¡)=f(aj) then j-i is odd. (2) The subset A of Q(An) is said to be an arc(W) provided there exist two elements Wx and W2 of If such that A is connected( W) and contains(IT) Wx and W2, but has no proper subset with the same property. In this case A is said to be an arc(W) from Wx to W2. The subset J of Q(An) is said to be a simple closed curve(If) (write s.c.c.(W)) provided (1) J is degenerate and the endpoints of IeJ are the elements of a set of W, or (2) J is connected( W) and if the element I of /contains( W) the element Wx of W then there is exactly one other element V of J which contains^) the element Wx. If Q(An) were infinite, the definition of J above could be altered to require also that J be finite.
If H is a subset of Q(An) and Wx, W2 and W3 are three mutually exclusive subsets of W which are subsets(IK) of H, then Wx is said to separate( W) W2 from W3 in H provided it is true that if K is a connected( W) subset of H which contains( W) an element of W2 and an element of W3, then A"also contains^)
an element of Wx. The subset C of Q(An) is called a cycled) if and only if C is connected(IF) and (1) C is a degenerate s.c.c.(W), or (2) if a¡ is an endpoint of the element / of C, there is another element F of C with an endpoint a, such that {a¡, a,} e W and, either (a) each of a¡ and a¡ is an endpoint of only one element of C and /. and /' have no common endpoint, or (b) there is no element {ar, as} of W such that r is between i and j and s is not, and every element of Q(An) which has a¡ or af for an endpoint belongs to C.
In the sequel, the sentence " a¡ is an endpoint of the element / of Q(An) " will be shortened in many instances to "a¡ e le Q(An)." 5. Topology modulo W. This section is devoted to proving some more preliminary theorems to the main result, the theorems being in some cases just reformulations of well-known theorems about arcs and simple closed curves. W2, and these two sets are mutually separated( W).
(Necessity). If A is degenerate the theorem obviously holds. Suppose A is nondegenerate and let Ix, I2,13,..., Im denote a sequence of elements of A of maximum length which satisfies all the conditions (1) and (2), except that W2 may be replaced by some W3 eI(W).
Neither Wx nor W2 is contained( W) by two elements of A. For suppose there exist elements I and I' of A which both contain( W) Wx. But if A-I is connected it contains an arc(W) from Wx to W2. If A-Iis the sum of two mutually separated^) sets Hand K, then either 1+ H or /+ K contains an arc(W) from Wx to W2. Proof. By Theorem 10 there is a subset Ax of / which is an arc(W) from Wx to W2. Apply Theorem 13 to express Ax as {Ix, I2,..., Im} where conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied. Condition (1) of Theorem 13 reveals that there exist elements Hx and K of J-Ax so that Wx e HX(W) and W2 e K(W). As in the proof of Theorem 13 let Hx, H2,..., Hp denote a set of maximum length, each element of which belongs to J-Ax, and which satisfies conditions (1) and (2) Proof. If C is degenerate then C is a s.c.c.( W) by definition. If C is nondegenerate the fact that W has property Q yields that (2a) of the definition of cycle must hold, which clearly implies that C is a s.c.c.(W) and that no two elements of C have a common endpoint.
Theorem 18. Suppose{a¡, a2n} e W, 1 < i<2nandno element {ar, as}of Wsatisfies r<i<s<2n.
Suppose also that C is a cycle(W). Then C contains (fli_i, at) and (a2n-i, a2n) if and only if C contains (ah ai + x) and (a2n, ax). Furthermore, if J is a s.c.c.(W) then every I ej is of the form (ap, ap + x)for i^p<p + l ^2n, or no IeJ is of this form.
Proof. If i=2n-1, the theorem follows easily from the definitions of cycle ( W) and s.c.c.(W). Suppose i<2n -1 and that C contains (a(_i, a¡) and (a2n-x,a2n), but neither (au ai + x) nor (a2n, ax). Suppose also that n -i is a minimum for two elements that satisfy the same hypothesis but for which the theorem is denied. (I.e., if r<s-1 <s and s-r<2n-i and {ar, as} is an element of W such that no element {at, au} of W satisfies t<r<u<s or r<t<s<u, and if C is a cycle(W), then C" contains (ar_i, ar) and (as_i, as) if and only if C contains (a" ar+x) and (as,as+x) .) Let Ix, I2,..., Im denote a sequence, each element of which is an element of C, such that (1) A = (a2n _ lt a2n), (2) each Ip is of the form (a" ar + x), i^,r<r+l^2n, (3) Ir intersects( W) Is if and only if \r -s\ á 1, unless Ir and Is both contain(If) {a» a2n}, (4) m is maximal, (5) if Ip = (a" ar + x) and as is such that {ar, as} e W ({ar + x, as}e W) and r < s (s < r +1), then there is an element {ap, aq} of W such that r<p<s (s<p<r+l) and q<r or s<q (q<s or r+l<q), (6) The additional hypothesis implies that (ar.x,ar) and (ap_1; ap) are also in C and condition (5) above implies that r<p.
(lA)i (ar-2, ar-x)=I" for some q. If s<r-1 condition (5) (5) to fail, and it would have to fail because of ar _ x and as. So s > r -1. But (lA)i above shows this is impossible. On the other hand, the maximality of m is contradicted.
(IB) (ar_i, ar) e C and (ar, ar+x)$ C. In this case one considers the two cases r<p and p<r and in each of these the two subcases (a) (ar_2, ar-i) is an /, for some q and (b) (ar-2, ar-i) is not an /, for any q. The arguments are entirely analogous to those in (1A).
Case 2. {a" + x, ar} e W. This case is handled by arguments analogous to those in Case 1.
Since the s.c.c.(W) J is also a cycle(IF), if J contains an element of the form (ap, ap + x) for iSp<P + l S2« and an element not of the form, then the fact that J is connected(UO implies that the conditions of the first part are satisfied. But J cannot contain every element of Q(An) which has a¡ or a2n for an endpoint, since no two intervals of J have a common endpoint. This is a contradiction.
6. The main theorem. This section is devoted to a somewhat lengthy proof of the main result. There are a number of lemmas, in addition to pictures and intuitive arguments to help the interested reader see what the author has in mind.
Theorem 19. Suppose n is an integer ^ 1 and W is a decomposition of An into two element sets. Then, a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an fin N(An) such that the double point structure off is determined by W is that (1) if{au a¡} e W, then j-i is odd, and (2) there is a collection G of cycles(W) such that (i) ifWxe W there is an element CofG which does not contain every element of Q(An) which contains^) Wx, (ii) each le Q(An) belongs to exactly two cycles(W) of G, (iii) if ape le Q(An), aqe I' e Q(An) and {ap, aq} e W then some element of G contains I andl', (iv) there is a decomposition of G into two sets H and K such that if C and C are distinct elements of H or of K, then C and C contain no common element of Q(An), and (v) if J is a s. and no element {ar, as} of U7 satisfies r<i<s<j. If this is not the case, a cyclic permutation will give such a case. The proof given here will also suppose that i<2n -l, since the proof for i=2n-l is easier.
The intuitive idea of the proof is to break An up into two sets Bx = {ax,..., C|_i} and B2={ai + X,..., a2n-i} and define W¡ (z'= 1, 2) such that {ar, as} e Wt if and only if {ar, as} e W and {ar, as} <= F¡. Then obtain mappings / and f2 in N(BX) and N(B2), respectively, whose double point structures are determined by Wx and W2, respectively. Finally, combine the functions/ and/2 in such a way as to determine a function/with the desired properties (see Figure 3) . Figure 3 Conditions (2i) and (2iii) of the hypothesis and Theorem 18 may be used to obtain a cycle(fF) Cx of G such that Cx contains (a»_i, fl¡) and (a2n, ax) but neither (ahai + x) nor (a2n-x, a2n). Condition (2iii) of the hypothesis, the definition of cycle(W), and the conditions of this case imply there is an element C3 of G containing all four of the above, and finally, condition (2ii) of the hypothesis and the definition of cycle^) show there is an element C2 of G which contains the latter two elements of Q(An), but neither of the first two. Also Cx, C2, and C3 are the only elements of G which contain( W) {ah a2n}.
Condition (2iv) of the hypothesis yields that Cx and C2 both belong to the same one of H and K, and C3 belongs to the other. Suppose Cx, C2e H and C3 e K. Also observe that Theorem 18 implies that Cx contains no element of the form (ap, ap + x) for i Sp <p +1 é 2«, and that C2 contains no element of the form (ap, ap + x) for 1 ¿p<p +1 =i, nor the element (a2n, ax).
Suppose Bx, B2, Wx, and W2 are defined as above. Let Gx be defined such that C e Gi if and only if (1) C is an element of G which contains no element of the form (ap, ap + x) for i-1 Sp<p +1 Ú2n nor (a2n, ax), or (2) C is the element C'x formed by Cx+{(a{.x, ax)}-{(ai-x, at), (a2n, ax)}, or (3) Cis the element C'3 = C3-C3 °{(a{_i, fli).(a2n-x, a2n), (a2n, fli)} + {(a¡_i, ax)}.
[February G2, C2, and C3 are defined analogously. Let D={C : Ce G and C contains an element of the form (ap, ap + x) for p= 1,..., i-1}. It will be convenient to think of each element C of D as generating an element C of Gx. The function C^-C will actually turn out to be one-to-one. Define Hx (Kx) such that C" 6 Gj is an element of HX(KX) provided CeH(K). It follows that C e Hx if and only if CeGxHor C= C'x, and Ce Kx if and only if CeGx Kor C=C3. H2 and K2 are defined analogously.
The next part is to show that the system Bp, Wp, Gp, Hp, Kp (p = l,2) satisfies the induction hypothesis. The proof will be carried through only for p = 1. 
(W). (0) Each element C of Gx is a cycle(Wx).
Case A. CVCi nor C3. C is easily seen to be connected^!) since it is L~\C). Also if C is degenerate C is degenerate, so C" is a s.c.c.(JPi). Assume C' nondegenerate.
Suppose a^ele C". Use of the transformation L yields another element V of C with an endpoint a, such that {a¡, a¡] e W^. Suppose there is no element {ar, as} of Wx such that r<i<s<j or i<r<j<s, but there exist two elements of C" which have at or ay as an endpoint and which have a common endpoint. But by Theorem 18 every element of Q(An) which has aK or a¡ for an endpoint must belong to C, so the corresponding situation holds for C.
Case B. C' = C'X. If C is not connected(Ifi) it is the sum of two sets M' and N' which do not intersec^H^). But if (Oi-x,ax)GM' define M and A^ such that M=M' + {(a2n, ax), (a(_i, a¡)}-{(a¡-i, ax)} and N=N'. This means CX = M+N is the sum of two sets which do not intersect(If), a contradiction.
Suppose ap is an endpoint of the element V of C. Ifpj^i-I or 1 then L(I') is an element of C, and (assuming C is nondegenerate) there is another element Ix of C containing an element aq so that {ap, aq} e W. If Ix^(ai-X, a¡) or (a2n, ax) then L-1(F) is the desired element. Otherwise, (ai-x,ax) is the one. If, for example, p = i -1, then there exist elements (at _ x, a¡) and / of C such that / contains an endpoint aq such that {ai-!, aq) e W. Also, since C is nondegenerate, o?¿ 1. Therefore, one of L~\I) and (üí-x, a¡) is /' and the other is the desired element. Now assume that there are two elements of C which have ap or aq as an endpoint and which have a common endpoint, where {ap, aq} e Wx. This implies that there are three elements of C which have ap or aq as an endpoint and by Theorem 18 all the elements of Q(An) which have ap or aq as endpoint must belong to C, which, in turn, implies the same thing for Q(BX) and C. This completes the proof that C'x is a cycle(Wx).
Case C. C = C3. Analogous to Case B.
(1) If {ap, aq} e Wx, then p-q is odd. Since {ap, a"} e W,p-q is odd. (2i) If W e Wx there is an element C of Gx which does not contain every element of Q(BX) which contains( Wx) W. If i-1 > 2, there is an element C of G such that C,¿ Cx nor C3, and C does not contain every element of Q(An) which contains^)
W. The element C fulfills the conclusion of the lemma. If i -1=2, then one of C'x and C3 has the desired property. (2ii) Each element of Q(BX) belongs to exactly two elements of Gx. First it is shown that C'x =£ C3. There exist two elements of G, one containing (a2n, ax) and (ar_i, ar) and the other containing (a2n,ax) and (ar, ar + x), where {ax, a,} e W. One of these is Cx and the other is C3, and neither contains both of (ar_i, ar) and (ar, ar + x). But (ar_i, ar) would then be an element of Q(BX) which belongs to one of C'x and C3 but not both. The preceding facts, together with the definition of Gx yield that if Cp and C" are two elements of D, then C'p and C'q are distinct elements ofGj.
If F e Q(BX) and I'i=(ai-X, ax), then there exist two elements Cp and Cq of G which contain F. Therefore C'v and C'q are distinct elements of Gx which contain /', and since each C e Gx is generated by a C e G, these are the only elements of Gx which contain F. If /'=(a,_i, a¡) then F belongs (by definition) to C'x and C3, and these are the only ones F belongs to.
(2iii) If apel' e Q(BX), aq e I" e Q(BX) and {ap, aq} e Wx, then some element of Gx contains /' and 1". If neither /' nor /" is (a4_i, ax) there is an element C of G which contains /' and I". The element C has the desired properties.
If, for example, I'=(a" aT+x) and I" = (at-X,ax), where aq-ax, then let Im = (a2n, ax) and let C denote the element of G which contains F and /*. The element C (which is C'x or C3) has the desired property.
(2iv) {Hx, Kx} is a decomposition of Gx such that if C'p and C'q are distinct elements of Hx or of Kx, then C'p and C'q do not intersect. Suppose C'p, C'q e Hx and F e C'p-C'q. By definition F#(a¡-i, ax), so F e Q(An). But Cp and Cq must both belong to H and contain the common element I'. This involves a contradiction.
(2v) If J' is a s.c.cXI^) which is a subset of the element C" of Gx, W'x, W2, W3, and Wl are four elements of Wx such that If,' e J'(WX), i= 1,..., 4, (2) W'x and PF3 separate( W^) W3 from Wi on J", and (3) there exist arcsíH^) y4i and A'2 from Wi to W2 and W'3 to IP4, respectively, then A'x and /42 intersect^!).
It may be supposed without loss of generality that A'x-J'(Wx)=Wi+W2 and A'2-J(WX) = W3+Wl The trick is to consider AX=L(A'X), A2=L(A2) and J=L(J') unless one of them contains (a{ _ x, ax), and if, for example, A'x does, let Ax = L(A'x-{(al.x, ax)})+{(a2n, ax), (o,_lt a,)}.
An application of (2v) concludes the argument here and also the general argument to show that the system Bx, Wx, Gx, Hx, Kx satisfies parts (1) and (2) of the theorem.
In conclusion, there exists a map/j(/2) e N(BX)(N(B2)) such that (1) = tfx(ai) + (l-t)f2(ai + x), x = ait+(l-t)ai + x, 0S/S1,
and satisfies the desired conditions. This concludes the argument for Case (2A).
(2B) If has property Q. Suppose i and j are integers such that l<i<j<2n, {a¡, a,} e W, and i<p<q<j implies that {ap, aq} $ W. The intuitive idea of the proof is to suppose for the moment that the figure can be drawn as desired (see Figure 4) , to leave out a "crossing" as indicated, to check that the remaining system does satisfy the induction hypothesis, to draw it and then to show that the "crossing" can be put back in.
/(«<-.) /(«,+■) Figure 4 Let Cx, C2, C3, and C4 denote the cycles of G which contain as subsets the sets {(au fli + i), {Oj-i, a¡)}, {(ai_!, a,), (a}, ai+x)}, {(a{, ai+x), (a" aj+x)}, and {(ö,_ls a¡), (a}-x, a,)}, respectively. The definition of cycled) and the fact that Whas property Q imply that Cx, C2, C3, and C4 are four distinct cycles^), and Theorem 17 yields that each C e G is a s. Now define a collection G' such that C e G' if and only if (1) there is an element C of G such that C/ C¡ (¿ = 1,..., 4) and (br, bs) e C provided (i) (F(bs), F(br)) eAC or (ii) (F(br), F(bs)) eBC, or (2) Note that C-^C really defines a mapping G ^-G' which, in this case turns out to be one-to-one, with the exception that C[ = C'2 = C'l2. Let H' and K' be such that C e H' (K') if and only if Ce H (K).
Let L:(Q(An.1)-{(bi^1,bi),(bj_2,b^1)})^Q(An) be defined such that L(br,bs)AF(bs),F(br)) for iSr<s = r+l Sj-2 and L((br,bs)) = (F(br), F(bs)) for s Si-I or j-1 Sr. Note that if neither at nor ay is an endpoint of /, F e Q(An) then (1) land I' have a common endpoint if and only if L~*(I) and F-1(F) do also, and (2) Zintersects(IF) F if and only if L~\I) intersects(iy) L_1(/'). Conditions (1) and (2) Proof. Recall that for integers m, n that m -n is odd if and only if m+n and -m-n are odd. Assuming that r<s, there are six cases to consider, three of which are done here. If r, s e{l,..., i-l} then F(br)=ar and F(bs)=as, and since {ar, as} e W, it follows that r-s is odd. Supposer e{l,..., /-l}andse{/,.. .,j-2}.
F(br) = ar and F(ès)==ai+i_1_s. The fact that (^^."^elf implies that j+i-l-s-ris odd. But/'-i is odd, which means thaty'4-z'is odd also, and therefore [February that7'+/-1 is even. It then follows that -s -r and therefore r-s is odd. Now suppose that r e{/,...,/-2}, se{j-1.2n-2). F(br)=j+i-l-r and F(bs) =as+2. Since {F(bT), F(bs)} e W it follows that j+i-1 -r-(s+2) is odd and this differs by 2 from the integer considered in the previous step. Lemma 2. Each set C e G' is a cycle(W).
Proof. If C is degenerate there is an element (br, br + x) of Q(An_x) such that C'={(br, br+x)} where r=i-lorj-2.
If not, C" is L_1(C) for some Cin G and the fact that W has property Q implies that C, and therefore C', is nondegenerate. Suppose r=j-2. Since C'X2 is nondegenerate C' = C3. But for C3 to be degenerate every element of C3 must have a¡ or a¡ for an endpoint. Since C3 contains (a¡, ûj +1) and (a}, aj+x), the definition of cycle(W) yields that {ai+x, aj+x} e W, which implies that {b¡-2, b¡-x}e W.
Suppose now that C is nondegenerate.
In the case that C = C[ for i± 1, 2, 3, or 4 use of Lemma 0 easily shows that since C( is a cycle(W) which is a s.c.c.(W), then C'=L~1(Ci) is a cycle(W). The case still remains where C" is nondegenerate and is one of C'X2, C3, and C4.
Suppose C' = Ci2, which is nondegenerate by definition. By Theorem 17 each of Cx and C2 is a s.c.c.iH7), and by Theorem 14 Cx is the sum of two arcs(W) from Wx to W^, where aj-1 e W2 and ai + x e Wx (provided Wxj=W2). One of these arcs(If) is {(ßy-i, fly), (a¡, ai + 1)}, so let the other one be called Ax. Similarly, C2 is the sum of two arcs(W), A2 and {(at_i, a¡), (ay, ay+0}> both from W3 to W4, where aK-xeW3 and ay+1 e W4 (provided W3^ W¿). The fact that no {ar, as} e If satisfies i<r<s<jimplies that WX^W2. The argument here will also assume that W^W^, but an understanding of this case will clearly show how to handle the case W3= W±. The reader may observe, as he follows the proof for the case presented, that many of the difficulties that arise later would not appear at all in the latter case, because in that event C'X2 is a s.c.c.(W). Condition (1) of the hypothesis implies that WX±W3 and W2^W^. Let Bi=L-\AU, i = l, 2. Since (1) each of Bx and B2 is an arc(W), (2) each of {(¿>i_1, ¿>t)} and {\p¡-2, bj-x)} is either an arc(U") or s.c.c.(rV') depending on whether or not W2 = W3 or W'x = W'{ and (3) W2 eBx-{(b^x, b^}(W), Wx eBx ■ {(b,_2, b,_OXW), WéeB2-{(bj_2, bj_OKW), and W3 e B2■ {(bt_x, ôf)}(W), it follows that C'X2 is connected( W), and also that if bp is an endpoint of I'xeC'x2 there is another element I'2 of C'X2 which has an endpoint bq such that {bp, bq} e W. Also, since (2iv) of the hypothesis implies that Ax and A2 have no common element, then {(£>,_!, bi)}+Bx and {(b^2, b}-x)} + B2 have no common element. In addition, since Cx and C2 are both cycles(H/) which are s.c.c.,s(W), it follows that if I[ and 72 are two elements of C'X2 which have a common endpoint then (1) Ix and 72 belong to different ones of Bx and B2, (2) one of F and I2 is (ét_i, 6¡), the other is an element of Bx+B2, and W'2=W3 or (3) one of F and I2 is (6y_2, ¿>y_0 and, the other is an element of Bx + B2, and W{= Wl Now suppose that bpel[e C12, bqel2e C12, p<q, and {bp, bq} e W. The last statement of the preceding paragraph implies that if there are not three elements of C'X2 which contain(iy) {bp, bq} then condition (2a) of the definition of cycle(IF') holds for bp and I[. So now suppose in addition that there are three such elements.
If (bp, bq) e Ô04"_i) then the fact that W has property Q implies that p = i-1 and q = i or p=j-2 and q=j-l. Since there are only three elements of Q(An_x) which have bp or bq for an endpoint and since q=p+1, it clearly follows that case (2b) of the definition of cycle( If") does hold for bp (or bq) and any element of C12 which has it for an endpoint.
The remaining case is now where (bp, bq) $ Q(An_x). Let F(bp)=ah and F(bq)=ak. Condition (2iv) of the hypothesis is the main factor in showing that every element of Q(An_x) which has bp or bq for an endpoint is an element of C12. See Figure 5 . But now suppose by way of contradiction that there is an element {br, bs} of W such that r<p<s<q or p<r<q<s. By Theorem 14 Cx (C2) is the sum of two arcs(IF) Mx and M2 (Nx and N2) both from W5={a"ai} to W6={ah,ak} such that Mx-M2(lV)=W5+rVe, Figure 5 (Nx-N2(W)=W5+We).
Suppose further that (at-x, at) e Nx, (ah at + x)e Mx, (a,-!, a,) e M2, and (a" aj + x) e N2.
Case 1 In cases (la), (lb), (2a), (2b) use M=Ua+Ut, £/2+t/3 + t/4, U2 + Ué, Ux + U3 + Ui, respectively. The type of argument used in this case is sufficient to settle the remaining cases, which are listed.
(2C) (ah-x, ah) e Mx, (ah, ah+x) e N2, (ak.x, ak) e M2, and (ak, ak + x) e Nx. (2D) (ah.x, ah) e N2, (ah, ah + x)e M2, (ak.x, ak) e Mx, and (ak, ak+x)e Nx.
(2E) (aft_!, aft) e Mx, (ah, ah + x)e Nx, (afc_1; ak) e N2, and (ak, ak + x)e M2.
This completes the proof that C = C'X2 is a cycle(If'). The case where C' = C3 or C4 is easy because in this case C is a s.c.c.(W). Proof. The validity of this lemma is evident in the case that I' = (bl_x, bt) or (¿>y_2, b]-x) because of the definitions of C'x2, C3 and C4. So suppose I' is neither of these two. L(I') is an element of exactly two elements Cp and Cq of G, so I' belongs to at most two elements of G'. But C'" # C'q unless one of p and q is one and the other is two. This cannot happen because Cx and C2 have no common element. Therefore I' belongs to exactly two elements of G'. Lemma 5. If bpel'xe Q(An_x), bqel2e Q(An_x) and {bp, bq} e W', then some element C of G' contains I'x and I2.
Proof. If neither of Tx and I2 is one of (bt_x, bt) and (b¡-2, ¿,_i), then let C denote an element of G containing L(I'X) and L(I2). The element C of G' has the desired property.
If, for example, èp=èi_1, I'x = (bi-1,bi), bq=bh and I'2 = (bi-X, bt), then C' = {(bi_x, bi)}. If bp=bi_x, I[=(bl-X, bi) and I'^l'x, then let C denote the element of G which contains (a¡-i, a¡) and L(I2). The element C has the desired property. Lemma 6. G' = H'+K' isa decomposition of G' into two sets such that if C'p and C'q are two elements of H' (K1), then C'p and C'q contain no common element.
Proof. This is immediate from the definitions of G', H', and K' and the fact that similar properties are held by H and K with relation to the collection G. Proof. Suppose A'x and A'2 do not intersect(IT'). Also, with the aid of Theorem 13 it can be assumed that there do not exist subarcs B'x and B'2 of A'x and A'2, respectively, at least one of which is a proper subset of the A\ that contains it, and such that B'x and B'2 also satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem with respect to J', and some new Mf"s. Also, let Bp (/?= 1, 2) denote the maximal subarc(If) which is a subset of Cp and does not contain(W) the element Ws={ai, a,} of W. Similarly, define B3 (£4), but only in case Wx^Wi (W2=£ W3). For each M[ let M¡ denote the corresponding element of W, and for each Wx, 1 ^/^5, (as defined in Lemma 2) let W[ denote the corresponding element of W. Case 1. C'^C'X2, C3, or Ci (1A) Neither A'x nor A'2 contains one of (bt-x,bt) and (b¡_2,b}_x). Define J=L(J'), AX=L(A'X) and ^42=F(^42). This situation yields a contradiction because of (2v) of the hypothesis. In each of the following cases there is defined a J, Ax, and A2 without further mention of there being a contradiction involved.
(IB) Only one of A'x and A'2 contains one (and maybe both) of (6¡_i, bt) and (b¡-2, 6/_i). Suppose A'x contains one or both, but A'2 contains neither. Then, let J=L(J'), A2=L(A'2) and note that L(A'x-{(b^x, bt), (bf-2, éi_1)})4-{(ai_i, a,), (aj.x, aj)} (provided (bl.1, bt) e A'x) + {(au al + x), (a,-, aj + x)} (provided (b¡.2, b¡_x) e A'x) contains an arc(W) Ax from Mx to M2 which does not intersect^) A2. (1C) Each of A'x and A'2 contains one of (6f_i, bt) and (b¡_2,b¡-x). Suppose is one of p, q, r, s then (at_ x, at) belongs to one of Cx, C2, C3, and C4 and (at, at + x) belongs to another. There is some one of p, q, r, and j and some one of i-1, i+l,j-l, and j+1 such that none of the remaining six is between the given two. Take the case, for example, that i+1 <p but if t is any one of the remaining six then r</4-l or p<t. Then {(ai+2, ai+3),..., (a(-i, at)} is a connected(IF) set A which intersects( W) L(AX) and one of Cx, C2, C3, and C4, but does not contain^) any one of Wx,..., W5. A contains an arc(W) A3 which intersects(HO one of L(AX) and L(A2) and one of Cx, C2, C34-C4 but which contains no proper subarcs(IP) having the same property.
(2C)ci A3 intersectsilf) both Cx and L(A'X). By considering a subarc(W) At of L(A'X) + A3 which intersects(IK) both Bx and B2, but containsi^) neither Wx nor W2 and applying the methods of (2C)a this case is disposed of and all other possibilities here are handled in the same way (see Figure 7) . It is easy to verify that/is an element of N(An) whose double point structure is determined by W. It also follows with little trouble that if C e G and C is not one of Cx,..., C4, then there is a complementary domain V of Im/ such that Bd V =/(G(C)*).
Suppose, however, that C=CX. By Theorem 5, page 143 of [4] seg RXXR2 separates D into two components Dx and D2 such that Bd Dx is the simple closed curve RXXR2+E'X + F'X and Bd D2 is the simple closed curve RXXR2 + E2 + F2. An application of the same Theorem 5 to Bd Dx, the subarc SXX of SXXS2, and Dx yields domain Tx whose boundary is SXX+R2X+F'X. But TX^U, and as e->0 (e was defined above) Bd Tx -^-f(G(Cx)*), which implies there is a complementary domain V of Im/ such that Bd V=f(G(Cx)*). Similar considerations will handle the cases C=C2, C3, or C4. This concludes the proof for sufficiency plus added condition.
(Necessity plus added condition). By Theorem 7, for each such U there does exist such a C, which is the set of all Je Q(An) such that f(G(I)-AnG(I)) contains a point of Bd U. Also, given such a C the U that determines C is unique.
Since g is an element of N(An _ i) there is a decomposition of the set G" of all complementary domains of Im g into two sets H" and K" with the required properties. Suppose f(at) is an element of the complementary domain U of Im g and that U is an element of H". Then define H' and K' such that Ux, U2eH'; U3, Ut e K' and if U is not one of Ux,..., t/4 then U is an element of H' (K') provided it is an element of H" (K").
This concludes the proof of Theorem 19. In a paper which is forthcoming the author proves a theorem about prime mappings which implies that in the case of Theorem 19, if W is also stipulated to have property P, then there is at most one collection G satisfying Conditions (1) and (2) .
